
The 57th Annual National Conference of AIOTA: OTICON’2020 MUMBAI. 
 

RULES FOR CULTURAL COMPETITIVE EVENTS  
 

 For Student Delegates:  
1. Only 2 entries from each occupational therapy college is permissible.  
 
2. All event’s time limit is maximum 5 minutes for Dance, Medley & Stand- up comedy act. For                  
the event of Fashion Show, maximum time is 10 minutes per group. Exceeding the time limit                
shall lead to disqualification.  
 
3. Costumes should be modest and non-revealing. Participants with objectionable costumes shall            
be disqualified.  
 
4. Group Folk dance/Free Style based on Indian folk or free style and maximum of 10                
participants are allowed. Participation in only one style of dance form is allowed. Props will not                
be provided. On-stage arrangements of light, if specific, should be prior informed. Maximum             
time limit is 5 minutes.  
 
5. Group of 2/3 students shall be allowed to participate in Medley singing. It can be with or                  
without musical instruments, that the participants will need to arrange it by themselves. Chorus              
of not more than 3/4 of students is allowed. Total students in Medley singing competition should                
not exceed 10 participants. Maximum time limit is only 5 minutes.  
 
6. Fashion show: maximum 10 participants in one team are allowed. Maximum time limit is 10                
minutes. 
 
7. Stand-up comedy/ Mono-act should revolve around general topic and should not hurt             
sentiments or target anyone in particular directly. Language of expression would be either Hindi              
or English. Timing should not exceed 5 minutes. 
 
8. Any college exceeding the time limit, shall be disqualified. 
 
9. Responsibility of make-up & costumes is solely by the participants ONLY.  
 
10. Music MUST be pre-cut & prepared with appropriate back-up of the same solely by the                
participants.  
 



11. MUSIC version selected MUST be clean & modest  
 
12. Use of confetti, fireworks, animals are strictly prohibited. 
 
13. One college representative shall coordinate with cultural committee for any specific            
requirement of microphones, lights and stage arrangement.  
 
14. Last date of sending final list of students with the categories is 15th October, 2019 signed by                  
the Head of the Department with College Seal/Stamp in Form E.  
 
15. Student’s Identity proof is mandatory.  
 
16. Decision of the organizing and cultural committee shall be final shall be final and binding. 
 
17.Participants are solely responsible for their belongings during the event. Committee is not             
responsible for any losses incurred by the participants.  
 
18. Participants must be a member of AIOTA to be eligible for participating.  

  
 
 

Cultural Event In-Charge: Dr. Jayashri.S.Kale.  
H.O.D O.T. School & Centre MUMBAI  

 
Mobile: 9702058666,7506677589,9372498395 

 Cultural Committee email: cultural.oticon2020@gmail.com  


